
Octyma by Brembo S.p.A. Wins Platinum in A'
Vehicle Accessory Awards

Octyma

Innovative Eight-Piston Brake Caliper

Recognized for Exceptional Design and

Performance

COMO, CO, ITALY, July 26, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The A' Design

Award, a highly respected recognition

in the field of vehicle accessory design,

has announced Brembo S.p.A. as a

winner in the Vehicle Parts, Auto

Accessories and Care Products Design

category for their innovative work,

"Octyma." This prestigious accolade

highlights the significance of Octyma

within the vehicle accessory industry,

positioning it as a noteworthy

achievement in design and

functionality.

Octyma's recognition by the A' Vehicle

Parts, Auto Accessories and Care

Products Design Award underscores its relevance to the evolving needs and trends within the

industry. The innovative brake caliper design aligns with the increasing demand for high-

performance, aesthetically appealing, and technologically advanced vehicle accessories. By

receiving this award, Octyma demonstrates its potential to positively impact the industry, setting

new standards for brake caliper design and inspiring future innovations.

The award-winning Octyma brake caliper showcases a harmonious blend of style, design, and

functionality. Its distinctive eight-piston configuration optimizes pad pressure distribution,

resulting in enhanced braking performance. The caliper's sleek lines and meticulous attention to

detail create a sporty and elegant appearance. The carefully curated color options of yellow, red,

carbon bronze, and black further emphasize the caliper's aesthetics, allowing it to seamlessly

integrate with various vehicle designs.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://designaward.com
https://designaward.com
https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-design.php?ID=157399


This recognition from the A' Vehicle Parts, Auto Accessories and Care Products Design Award

serves as a testament to Brembo S.p.A.'s commitment to innovation and excellence. It motivates

the company to continue pushing the boundaries of brake caliper design, exploring new avenues

for enhancing vehicle performance and aesthetics. The award also reinforces Brembo S.p.A.'s

position as a leader in the industry, inspiring confidence in their ability to deliver cutting-edge

solutions that meet the evolving needs of vehicle manufacturers and enthusiasts alike.

Team Members

Octyma was designed by the talented team at Brembo S.p.A., leveraging their expertise in brake

system design and development. The project was a collaborative effort involving engineers,

designers, and technicians who worked tirelessly to bring the innovative concept to life.

Interested parties may learn more at:

https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-design.php?ID=157399

About Brembo S.p.A.

Brembo S.p.A. is a global leader in the design and production of high-performance braking

systems and components for premier manufacturers of cars, motorcycles, and commercial

vehicles. Founded in Italy in 1961, Brembo has established a long-standing reputation for

delivering innovative solutions to both OEMs and the aftermarket. With a strategic vision of

"Turning Energy into Inspiration," Brembo aims to shape the future of mobility through cutting-

edge, digital, and sustainable solutions.

About Platinum A' Design Award

The Platinum A' Design Award is a prestigious accolade that recognizes designs at the forefront

of innovation and creativity. Awarded to works that demonstrate exceptional artistic and

technical proficiency, this honor highlights the designers' commitment to advancing the

boundaries of art, science, design, and technology. The rigorous selection process involves blind

peer review by an expert jury panel, ensuring that only the most deserving designs receive this

recognition. Platinum A' Design Award winners are celebrated for their significant contributions

to the aesthetics and trends of our time, ultimately enhancing quality of life and promoting

sustainable development.

About A' Design Award

The A' Vehicle Parts, Auto Accessories and Care Products Design Award is a distinguished

international design competition that recognizes exceptional creativity and innovation within the

vehicle accessory industry. Welcoming entries from design agencies, companies, brands, and

individual designers, the award provides a platform for showcasing groundbreaking designs and

gaining global exposure. Through a meticulous blind peer-review process conducted by an

expert jury panel, the competition ensures that only the most outstanding designs are honored.

By participating in the A' Design Award, entrants have the opportunity to contribute to the

advancement of the field, inspire future trends, and gain recognition for their remarkable

achievements. Interested parties may learn more about the A' Design Awards, explore jury

https://competition.adesignaward.com/ada-winner-design.php?ID=157399


members, view past laureates, and participate with their projects at

https://vehicleaccessoryawards.com
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